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YEAR 6 HOMEWORK
AUTUMN 1
THE HOMEWORK PROCESS
At Barnehurst we value the time parents place in supporting their children with homework
and we also value the time children have away from school. This is why we would like your
child to focus this term on completing the following activities weekly.
-

Daily reading (20 minutes minimum)

-

Spellings

-

Timetable rockstars/ Mymaths (20 minutes per day)

-

SPAG.COM

In addition to this we would like to invited children to complete ONE of the following optional
activities each week. Please could this be EMAILED to the year group email address so that
we can share on a Friday! We hope you enjoy completing the activities at home.
Geometry
Make a list of all the 2D and
3D shapes you can find in
your house. Take
photographs of parallel and
perpendicular lines.

Comic Book
Create your own superhero
and produce a comic strip
complete with buzz words
and speech bubbles.

Cool culture
Write about/take photos of
any item from home that
shows your culture. It could
be clothing, something
religious or from a family
festival.

Light Exploration
Visit the Science Museum
website and explore the
topic of ‘Light’ and how we
see. Can you find any other
good websites?

Wellbeing

Model making
Using natural materials,
create your own version of
the Monster.

Can you write a short
account of your ideal day?
Think about all the things you
like to do, eat, drink, where
you would go and all the
people you would spend it
with.
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SPELLINGS

AUTUMN 1
Below are the spellings for the whole of the first half term. Children will be tested on their spellings in a random
order. To help your child learn these spellings please try using the strategies we use in class such as…
-

Sound buttons

-

Look, cover, write, check

-

Reading and writing in a context, e.g. The rocket blasted off to space.

-

If you would like further ideas of strategies to use for your child, please speak to your their teacher.

-

The spellings are linked to free activities (no login required) on spellingframe.co.uk

The test will take place on a Friday. High frequency words will not be formally tested but they are important to
know nonetheless.

Test date
18/09
Spelling Frame –
rule 37

25/09
Spelling Frame –
rule 37

2/10
Spelling Frame –
rule 37

Spellings
conscious
precious
unconscious
suspicious
delicious
vicious
spacious
gracious
subconscious
ferocious
malicious
judicious
vivacious
luscious
atrocious
precocious
tenacious
auspicious
audacious
unconscious
ambitious
cautious
contentious
infectious
conscientious
nutritious
pretentious
fictitious
superstitious
fractious

Test date
09/10
Spelling Frame –
rule 38

16/10
Spelling Frame –
rule 38

Spellings
social
special
official
financial
commercial
crucial
judicial
artificial
provincial
racial
beneficial
superficial
unofficial
facial
glacial
especial
sacrificial
prejudicial
antisocial
multiracial

23/10
Final week

Spelling Bee

HFW
1) which
2) when
3) went
4) could
5) would
6) should
7) because
8) said
9) looked
10) people
11) table
12) label
13) through
14) where
15) going
16) there
Example – There are lots
of fun activities to do.
17) they’re = they are
Example – They’re
working very hard.
They are working very
hard.
18) their
Example – Their coats
were drenched in the
downpour.

